
ISO 9001

Frag Srl reserves the right to make technological and aesthetic improvements to its models, including changes to the
sizes and materials, without notice. The technical drawings do not define the details of the product. The measurement
in the technical sheet are indicative and may undergo changes. In particular, the dimensions of the padded parts are
subject to usage tolerances over time caused by the the normal adjustment of the padding. For the specific
information please contact the dealer closest to you. www.frag.it

Certificazioni / Certifications Materiali / Materials

Argor Collection

Argor 160
FG 404.03  

Argor 140
FG 404.00  

FG 404.01
design Kensaku Oshiro 

Argor O

Tavoli con struttura in acciaio e pannelli rivestiti 
di cuoio, piano in cristallo retroverniciato.
Tables with steel structure and panels upholstered 
in saddle leather. Varnished glass top.

Peso/Weight: 109,0 kg    91,0 kg
Cubaggio/Cubage:  0,47 m3    114,0 Kg    80x87x68 cm 

0,31 m3    116,0 Kg    232x132x10 cm

Rivestimento: Cuoio come da collezione
Seat upholstery: Saddle leather in our collection

Finiture: -
Finish: -

Base: -
Base: -

Imbottitura: -
Padding: -

Struttura interna: Acciaio
Inside structure: Steel

Piano: Cristallo
Top: Glass

Espanso/Foam:  TB117-2013 Section 3 
BS5852 Part 2 
CLASSE 1IM
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ISO 9001

Frag Srl reserves the right to make technological and aesthetic improvements to its models, including changes to the
sizes and materials, without notice. The technical drawings do not define the details of the product. The measurement
in the technical sheet are indicative and may undergo changes. In particular, the dimensions of the padded parts are
subject to usage tolerances over time caused by the the normal adjustment of the padding. For the specific
information please contact the dealer closest to you. www.frag.it

Certificazioni / Certifications Materiali / Materials
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Argor Collection

Argor 160
FG 404.03  

Argor O
FG 404.01  

FG 404.00
design Kensaku Oshiro 

Argor 140

Tavoli con struttura in acciaio e pannelli rivestiti 
di cuoio, piano in cristallo retroverniciato.
Tables with steel structure and panels upholstered 
in saddle leather. Varnished glass top.

Peso/Weight: 109,0 kg    74,0 kg
Cubaggio/Cubage:  0,47 m3    114,0 Kg    80x87x68 cm 

0,23 m3    84,0 Kg    145x145x11 cm

Rivestimento: Cuoio come da collezione
Seat upholstery: Saddle leather in our collection

Finiture: -
Finish: -

Base: -
Base: -

Imbottitura: -
Padding: -

Struttura interna: Acciaio
Inside structure: Steel

Piano: Cristallo
Top: Glass

Espanso/Foam:  TB117-2013 Section 3 
BS5852 Part 2 
CLASSE 1IM
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ISO 9001

Frag Srl reserves the right to make technological and aesthetic improvements to its models, including changes to the
sizes and materials, without notice. The technical drawings do not define the details of the product. The measurement
in the technical sheet are indicative and may undergo changes. In particular, the dimensions of the padded parts are
subject to usage tolerances over time caused by the the normal adjustment of the padding. For the specific
information please contact the dealer closest to you. www.frag.it

Certificazioni / Certifications Materiali / Materials
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Argor Collection

Argor 140
FG 404.00  

Argor O
FG 404.01  

FG 404.03
design Kensaku Oshiro 

Argor 160

Tavoli con struttura in acciaio e pannelli rivestiti 
di cuoio, piano in cristallo retroverniciato.
Tables with steel structure and panels upholstered 
in saddle leather. Varnished glass top.

Peso/Weight: 109,0 kg    98,0 kg
Cubaggio/Cubage:  0,47 m3    114,0 Kg    80x87x68 cm 

0,29 m3    108,0 Kg    170x170x10 cm

Rivestimento: Cuoio come da collezione
Seat upholstery: Saddle leather in our collection

Finiture: -
Finish: -

Base: -
Base: -

Imbottitura: -
Padding: -

Struttura interna: Acciaio
Inside structure: Steel

Piano: Cristallo
Top: Glass

Espanso/Foam:  TB117-2013 Section 3 
BS5852 Part 2 
CLASSE 1IM
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